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   ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION  

•Communication   
•Engaging
•Uplifting
•Fun/ Entertaining 

• Duration: 45min - 1 hour non-stop fun
• Virtual Activity
• Requirements - Laughing
• Requirements - Computer with Internet
• 10 - 100 pax

Reconnect your teams with our extraordinary virtual teambuilding activities. 
These sessions will not only enhance communication and the anticipated outcomes, they will reinforce a shared
 team identity.  
Our Virtual team building, have the power, to make remote teams. 
feel, as connected as any other team, working together in an office space. Your team will absolutely 
GEEK out during these sessions because excitement and passion will be re kindled. 

Are you ready to take a different approach to building your company culture and employee engagement?
Then look no further!! With Blue Naartjie's Highly Qualified Facilitators hosting your event, we 
understand that we are wired for connection. Our teams have tailored the Exciting and Fun Activities 
to rebuild - uplift and bring teams to a safe space of calm, creativity, and a comfortable platform with 
our Virtuo-Naartjie Techno Vision Vibes.                                      .

Each activity will be tailored to the client's requirements and desired outcome with an activity 
duration of around 45min - 1 hour.                                           . 

How does it work?                                                                                                                  .
- Delegates receive an activity box with an invite or invite online to the event before the 
   event day. (delivered to a central point - activity dependant)                                                      .
- Delegates download Zoom and join the session on the day                                             .
- Experienced Guided Facilitation and activity materials make for an exciting session.
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Virtual Teambuild
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What  i s  your  Game changer  for  2021?
This exciting and thrilling activity covers problem 
solving tasks, teamwork, where teams are connected 
and focused with intensity. Using the Zoom platform,
teams go into breakaway rooms and solve the 
“Game changer”. This activity requires planning,
patience and consistency to reach the final verdict.  

GAME CHANGER

Anticipated Outcomes
•Rebuilding   
•Collaboration  
•Brain Gym   
•Connection

Our Virtuo-Activities include but are not limited to:

In this activity teams Travel Virtually Around the 
World and taste a bit of each Country, in this 
all-round problem-solving task. This activity focuses 
on teamwork, cohesion, and communication. An 
event , which is fun when bringing in a theme.
Teams can also theme this event , where delegates 
represent a country with a single item that they wear.   
Who will come out on top in this unbelievable 
and uplifting activity, and be the best traveler of the day?

AROUND THE WORLD

This engaging interactive activity, shows teams the 
success, of how brilliant teams function under 
pressure. The activity encourages teams to be 
interactive with one another, while we connect and
energize delegates, including ice breakers, where 
we will show innovative ways, to re-learn, our new
environments and workspace. Brilliant Teams is not
like your normal workshop, rather, an exciting and
new adventure of achieving a new innovative way of 
connecting teams.                .

BRILLIANT INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP

This activity offers skills and tools, which support 
individuals, and teams, to cope best with Stress 
Management. An activity kit is recommended, but 
optional, at an additional cost, where our professional 
facilitators work through all aspects of Mindfulness. We 
offer tasks, that delegates can do at their desks 
comfortably, without feeling inhibited, including easy 
methods, which they can use in their daily lives when 
feeling overwhelmed.

MINDFULNESS MAGIC

Liquorice Allsorts
This is our all-in-one combo activity that challenges 
all parts of the brain. A combination of creativity, 
mind-power and acting skills awaits your team in 
this activity. Fun and Variation is the flavour of the 
day.

Win-it
in-a-minute

Based on the Gameshow Minute to Win It, this 
activity will bring all the hidden skills out in your
team. Prepare for fun and laughter with six 
challenges where your team will play for the 
highest overall team score. (activity kit provided)

WIN-IT IN-A-MINUTE

Master Creator

VIRTUO KARAOKE

This game requires teamwork with a creative flair when
compiling and creating a small advert.  This will require
each member to bring their strengths uniqueness and
creativity to the table and teams will give their best
pitch. 

We bring the Karaoke Bar to your doorstep. This Fun 
and Exciting activity will allow your team to relax and 
have some laughs together. Teams sing together and 
therefore no one sings alone. Dress up and make this 
a memorable and extraordinary activity.

GAMESHOW
Join our Funky Facilitators in this hilarious 
game-show style activity. It can be tailored to 
include company questions. With 4 rounds and 
some bonus competitions in between this activity,
will test mental agility.

A virtual construction activity to get your teamup
and strategising. Team members presents the 
best construction story of the day. Your group 
is divided into smaller teams each with its own 
theme. (activity kit provided)

CONSTRUCT-A-CHALLENGE

Virtuo Corporate Hunt
Playing on the concept of a traditional scavenger
hunt, this activity will see your team face 3
different challenges, each with its own unique
flair. Teams need to collaborate to get all
challenges done within the given time frame.

VIRTUO MAGIC ART
Using a fully equipped kit, your team will bring out 
the creativity hidden within. The art work is tailored
and compiled into a collage for the office to showcase.
An Activity filled with  excitement, as each team
works on a section of the puzzle. A fantastic option,
when promoting new values, strategies and  products.
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